CURTAIN

2015-02 Basic

textile room Art
Freestyle from the DREAM Curtain line, is a panel of translucent fabric strips that
overlap at the top and free-float their way down. Its unique structure allows easy
passage even while providing a charming screen, bringing a look of freshness and
grace wherever it hangs. As this design celebrates light and space in a wonderful
way, it is best used in a setting which offers enough of both.
Offering the maximum flexibility of function: as window decoration for any kind of
large and small windows, door curtain, a room divider and other applications.
You can select from 24 colors, 2 textures - Classic smooth and Luminare pleated and unlimited combinations. A Freestyle comes in heights of 35-320cm* for a
Classic and 100-320cm* for a Luminare. Height refers to the total height from the
top of the curtain to the tip of the strips. Although all widths are possible,
Freestyles widths above 220cm come in two or more detachable parts.
Suitable for any type of curtain rod or panel track, Freestyle is easy to install due to
its concealed Rod pocket (C- Head) that opens along the width of the curtain. This
C-head can also be used as a base to sew on special curtain tapes.
Washable at 30°, Freestyle normally does not require ironing.
Each DREAM is custom-made and certified for quality.
The standard delivery time is normally 12-18 business days.

Texture Luminare pleated

The price1) per sqm for a finished Freestyle curtain is 135 AUD (incl. VAT)
1)

In the texture Classic, with 1- 3 Kaleido colors. Minimum invoiced quantity per pc is 1 sqm.
* Multistyle offers special size and design options. Go to SPECIAL
Kaleido colors - available in Texture Classic and Luminare

Royal Colors - available only in Texture Classic

Popular design extras and charges
LUMINARE texture
ROYAL Colors
Curtains with 3 + colors
Special forms

20%

per pc

20%

per specification

per rm

Accessories

per pc

per color

Texture Classic smooth

21 AUD
10%

Single Strip Classic- Kaleido
Z-n-C
tips on both ends, width14cm
Single Strip Classic –Royal
Z-n-R
tips on both ends, width14cm
Single Strip Luminare-Kaleido
Z-n-L3 tips on both ends, width14cm
Z-w
DREAM Washing-bag

100-270 cm

10,50 AUD

100-270 cm

12,60 AUD

100-270 cm

12,60 AUD

1 Pc

27,00 AUD

EURO-DSIGN - D36037 FULDA - PHONE: 0049-661-780-88 FAX: -780-89 - EMAIL: info@dream-curtain.com

…………………………………………………………………………….………………. freestyle 2015-02
Request quote for FREESTYLE to EURO-DSIGN:info@dream-roomArt.com FAX:0049-661-780-89
(marked fields are mandatory)
Name:__________________________Contact person:_______________________Postcode: _________Date:_____________
More information:______________________________________________________________
if this is the first contact: town, street, phone
Quantity : _____ (only for identical pieces)

Height :_____cm

Width

:_____cm

Texture : O Classic or

O

Luminare with 29% surcharge.

Color sequence: _________________________________________________
eG: ABC,ABC…(Aloha pink, Berra black,Chrome light silver, repeat)

Additional information or sketch:

